Lightweight and Effective – An Excellent Value

- Available as new and remanufactured assemblies (all rear glass motors are new)
- Same parts that came in the vehicle from the factory
- Converts the vehicle’s electrical energy into just the right amount of low speed, high torque power needed for smooth wiper operation that efficiently and effectively clears snow, rain and debris from the window
- Application specific for custom fit and ease of installation

Tested For Long Life and Quiet Operation

- Key life testing that simulates a 10 year/150,000 mile service life (over 1.5 million operating cycles)
- Subjected to a variety of additional tests including:
  - Low and high speed durability
  - 96-hour continuous salt spray
  - Temperature and humidity tested in various geographical regions, from -40°F to 212°F
- System-load tested to eliminate bothersome radio static and other electronic noise interference

Value
- Original Equipment engineered, always a proper fit

Quiet
- Tested to help ensure years of quiet operation

Robust
- Strong yet weight efficient composition

Right Part. Priced Right.

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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